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Dear Resident,

With the appointment of the Environmental Assessment (EA)
consultant, the State Property Authority (SPA) is set to progress
planning for the remediation of 7, 9 and 11 Nelson Parade.
The consultant’s role is to coordinate
the various studies and submit the
Environmental Assessment to the
NSW Department of Planning for
public exhibition and assessment.

EA consultant
announced
Award-winning international
firm, Parsons Brinckerhoff, has
been engaged to prepare the EA
report to guide remediation of the
Nelson Parade site.
The firm has extensive experience
delivering planning approvals to
remediate contaminated land for
major projects across sectors such
as transport, renewable energy and
urban development.

SPA will continue to keep stakeholders
informed of progress of the EA report,
while ensuring residents’ concerns are
understood and addressed.

Where to from here?
A remediation contractor will be
appointed after a tender process.
SPA will draw on the successful
contractor’s significant expertise in the
field to assist in the preparation of the
Remediation Action Plan (RAP) which
addresses the Environment Protection
Authority’s remediation requirements.

Planning for assessment. During this
process the EA with supporting studies
will be placed on public exhibition for
stakeholder comment. Pending the
approvals process, it is anticipated that
remediation will commence by early 2011.
The ongoing consultation with the
community will ensure stakeholders are
kept informed of the EA process and
what the remediation process will entail.

How do I find out more?

When complete, the EA with supporting
studies including the RAP will be
submitted to the NSW Department of

For more information on the
remediation process please visit
the Nelson Parade Remediation project
webpage at www.spa.nsw.gov.au/
HunterPde.htm.

Simon Furness, General Manager
Transactions and Developments
from the State Property Authority
on 9338 7034 or
spafeedback@spa.nsw.gov.au; or

Emma Andrews, Manager
Corporate Communications
from the State Property Authority
on 9338 7160 or
spafeedback@spa.nsw.gov.au.

Parsons Brinckerhoff will be working
closely with SPA and an expert
panel consisting of health,
environmental, contamination and
waste disposal specialists to prepare
the EA document.
Given Parsons Brinckerhoff’s
credentials and extensive expertise,
SPA is assured that the best possible
outcome for the site will be reached.

Contact us
If you have any further questions
about the Nelson Parade
Remediation project contact:
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